Nuclean Dernons,
Nuclean Dnearns
Hans Elethe
The MX is an abomination. President Reagan has called it the
Peacemaker. That's just like calling Robespierre a cure for
headaches.

The sun has been shining for billions of years, but it took a Hans
Bethe (pronounced Ba,y-te) to f.gure out just how it works. His discouery, made in 1938, was the culmination of his work in the th,endawning field of nuclear physics. For nearly twenty years a number
of uery good physicists had been speculating on the kinds of nuclear
reactions that might take place deep within the interior of the sun and
other starsto prouide the sunlight and starlight we receiue.Bethe rlid
rflore than speculate; he approached the problettt systematically. Picking and choosing adroitly clmong the possibilities, he put together two
the proton-proton cycLe and the
sequencesof nucLear reactions trhsnshowed that, under conditions to be expectedin
carbon cycle
the interior of the sun and other stars, these sequenceswould indeed
produce energ), at the obserued rate.s.For this, he was awarded the
lYobel Prize in physics in 1967.
Born in 1906, in Alsace-Lorraine, then part of Wilhelminian' Cerrnany, Bethe Llas one of the generation of brilliant physicists who
f.ourished in Europe during the 1920s arudearly 1930s, when modern
atomic theory was being born. Adolf Hitler's rise to power, in the earLy
1930s, presaged the end of that .scientfficrenaissance,and in 1935
Bethe immigrated to the (Jnited States, where Corruell Uniuersity has
been his home base euer since.
Like most of his colleagues,Bethe was taken abaclt by the discouery,
Photograph: Dauid M. Kennedy
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Bethe in 1982 at the caLfornia Institute of Technology, in Pasadena,
in his
where he was a uisitilg professor.In 1983, I met with Bethe
days
large, utilitarian. ffice at Cornell, ruherewe discussedthe early
of phyrirs and, nuclear arms. A synthesitof the two talks follows.
in
o MN r: D r. Be the, you w ere born i n Germany, and i t w as
Germanyduring the twenties and thirties that you becamea physicist'
the
You must have seen German science change drastically under
that?
Nazis. Can you describe some of
by
BETHn: The Nazis were antiscientific. Everything was done
leading
feeling rather than by reason. In addition, many of the
laws' So
scientists were Jews, or half-Jews subject to anti-Semitic
of
Germany lost maybe half of the good young scientists because
The
down'
held
stifled,
that, and then made sure the others were
held in
best German theoretical physicist, Werner Heisenberg' was
and
disgracefor a long time; he wasn't consideredenough of a Nazi,
the
h" *u. severely aitacked. Young German students were told that
science.
studying
not
great thing was fighting for the fatherland,
In the
Lonr"q.r"ntly, Germany is missing a generationof scientists'
p6stwar era, it took quite a long time for German science to recover'
one
And it has not yet reached its previous eminence, except in
Hamburg,
in
laboratory
respect. They have a fabulous high-energy
from
*hi"h is simply excellent. The scientists working there come
all over Europe, from the united states. and cermany too.
oMNt: How was it that you came to leave Germany?
BETHr: Well, I'm half-Jewish, which meant that by early in April
of 1933 I could no longer hold any position at any German university.
I could have worked in an industrial laboratorY, but I wanted to do
pure science. So the decision was clear: I left. And I am very huppy
that I left as early as I did.
o M N r: You were involved with nuclear fission literally from the
beginning. You were at cornell in 1939 when Niels Bohr arrived on
rhe S.S. Drottningholm with the news that Otto Hahn and Fritz
Strassmann of Germany had discovered how to split (or fission) a
heavy atom into two lighter ones, releasing energy in the process'
How did you hear the news?
BETHB: I learned about it, I think, from people around me who
were talking about it. I had one physicist colleague at Cornell, Ceorg
Placzek, who was terribly interested and began working on this
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meeting of some
immediately. Then I learned more about it at a little
of 1939,
in
March
theorerical physicists in washington. This was
discussed there'
and the whole subject of the fission of uranium was
but in this case we
Generallye our sessions were open to the press'
closed the meeting.
"ar,d
the possibilities of
Fermi
[Leo] szilard both outlined
fEnrico]
chain reaction'
a nuclear weapon based on the creation of a nuclear
a heavy atom like uranium splits into
[In a nuclear "huin reaction,
particles with
two lighter atoms and one or more neutrons, subatomic
uranium
another
splitting
,"ro "hurg". Each neutron is capable of
uranium
enougtr
atom, which then releasesneutrons of its own. when
going faster and
is present, the reaction becomes self-sustaining,
clear that all this
faster, until an explosion occurs.] It was not at all
possibility.
the
saw
could be done. But thes" people at least
how did you
oMNr: when you lirst heard these presentations,
respond?
it would take
BETHE: I thought it was largely speculation, that
possibility' I
real
a
become
lots of experimentation before it would
war.
inrpending
the
was interested in this, at the time, because of
to a
lead
wotrld
But I thought it was unlikely that nuclear fission
I didn't want
weapon that could be useful in the war, and therefore
such matters
with
myself
concerned
anything to clo with it. Instead, I
pressure
underwater
u, p.oj""tiles penetrating armor plate and with
what I
was
That
waves from explosions. Most important was radar.
worked on in the early years of the war'
the group that
oNrNr: Then you did not associate yourself with
includecl Fermi, Szilard, and Einstein?
B ET H e : N ot E i nstei n.
Roosevelt in
oMNr: well, Einstein signed the letter to President
might be
August L93g, warning the president that the Germans
working on an atomic bomb'
never, never
BETHE : Definitely. He signed the letter' but he
worked on the bomb or on the Manhattan Project.
group of physio M N r: So you were not associated with the early
weaponry
nuclear
of
potentials
cists who, in 1939, sought to bring the
government'
States
to the attention of the highest levels of the United
the group that
BETHS: That's correct. Nor was I associatedwith
triedtofindoutwhetheritwasarealpossibility.
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oMNI: And yet shortly afterward, beginning in 1943, you headed
the theoretical physics group at Los Alamos '
BE T H n : That I di d, yes. I j oi ned the proj ect i n the summer of
1942, when it was shown to me, in a secret briefing, that Fermi's
chain reaction, which he'd set up under the stands in a squash court
in Chicago, was almost certain to operate. I'd doubted we could get
enough material to make a bomb, because neutrons generally cannot
{ission [or split] ordinary uranium, but only uranium-23|, a lighter
and very rare form of the element. But Fermi was able to slow the
neutrons down by embedding the uranium in a pile of graphite' Once
they are slowed, more of them get caught in uranium-235 than in
the much more abundant uranium-2il8. I saw that the project had
developed quite well and that there was a good chance we could
probabiy huu" the material for an atomic bomb during the war. And
- I was afraid, like
I did want to influence the outcome of the war
most other people, that the Germans would build the bomb first'
oMNr: How did you get into that position in Los Alamos?
BETHtr: I was a well-known nuclear theorist. Apart from Robert
Oppenheimer, who was the leader of the project, and Eugene Wigner'
*ho *u, busy at Chicago, I was probably the most knowledgeable
person in nuclear physics.
"Oppenheimer"? How do you
OMNI: Have you seen the TV series
feel about its portrayal of your colleagues and of yourself ?
BETHn: I watched it regularly. on the whole it reflectedthe spirit
of Los Alamos very well and presented very good characterizations
of my colleagues. As for Oppenheimer himself, it was very good,
- Oppenheimer
except that I don't believe - in the second episode
to make him
Groves
tried quite so hard to persuacleGeneral Leslie
director of the project. And I never lost my temper in Oppie's office
while complaining about Edward Teller. And there are other mistakes. Some things are more dramatized than others; for instance, in
episode {ive, the incident of Groves and Oppenheimer taking Ceorge
Kistiakowsky to task fover a failed simulation of the bomb detonation]. That wasn't correct. But these are not really major criticisms'
OMNt: Once ensconcedin your position at Los Alamos, what were
some of the major technical problems you faced in developing the
bomb, and how did You solve them?
BETHn: Well, the problem at Los Alamos was to get the bomb
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no
assembled. One problem was that, when we started, there was
appreciable amount of material available on which to do experiments'
S;, much of our time was spent trying to calculate, theoretically,
and
how such a weapon would work, beginning with the amount
explosion'
an
to
start
density of material fthe critical mass] we'd need
That would tell us how much fissionable material the large facilities,
such as those at Oak Ridge and Hanford, would have to produce'
out
Second, we wanted to figure out how much energy could come
one-millionth
than
less
in
from such a device and what it would do
of a second.
deal
OMNt: Solving these problems would have required a great
days'
of computation. There were no electronic computers in those
What did you do?
BETHs: To begin with, we had adding machines that you turned
with a crank
also
number of people who operated these hand calculators' But we
They
machines'
IBM
old
the
had electromechanical computer
- with
combined electric sensing - reading data off punch cards
add,
mechanical computation. They were quite good. They could
multisubtract, multiply, and divide at fairly good speed. A major
high-class
very
were
there
And
plication might take them a second.
One
physicists ancl mathematicians engaged in writing the programs'
very
of th"- was Richard Feynman, at Cal Tech. There were three
knowledgeable people helping [im, as well as others less trained'
at
They kept the machines in running order. One of my friends said
"These are my card-carrying Ph'f)'s'"
a later time,
oMNr: Despite all the expertise, you had a major upset midway
through the project. Can you talk about it?
a
BETHE: In addition to a uranium bomb, we were also building
neutrons
off
gave
plutonium bomb. It turned out that plutonium
spontarreously,threatening to predetonate the bomb slowly, creating
that
a fizzle rather than a bang. That was quite a surprise: it showed
gun
we could not assemble a plutonium weapon by the so-called
of
a
halves
two
when
method, in which the explosion occurred
to
way
faster
a
find
spherical bomb were shot together. We had to
of pludetonate the bomb, and we finally did. We took a quantity
powtonium, somewhat below critical mass' and surrounded it with
compressed
they
explosives,
the
erful explosives. W-henwe detonated
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the plutonium, greatly increasing its density until it reached critical
MASS.

OMNI: The first test bomb was exploded at the Alamogordo, New
Mexico, test site o,-tJtly 16, 1945. Did you have any moral question
a h o u ty o u r w o r k a t t h a l P o i n l ?
BETHn: Not at that point. The real moral dilemma came not after
the successful test, but after the bomb [a uranium bomb] was dropped
on Hiroshima and we got the first photographs of the destruction.
We had tried to calculate the damage, but the actual devastation was
a lot worse, and seeing it in pictures means a lot more than just
having the figures before you. Many of us at Los Alamos soon came
to believe that we had to prevent nuclear weapons from ever being
used again.
o M N t: W h a t d i d you do tow ard that end?
BETHn: I gave a lot of talks around the country, and I collaborated
with Fred Seitz on an article in a book called One World or lYone.
Our article said that a determined country could surely repeat our
performance and build an atom bomb within five years, but we were
wrong by one year. It took the Russians four years. In fact, one of
my friends recently talked to a Russian who said that Stalin ordered
physicists to build the bomb in 1943, in the middle of very serious
fighting. This, of course, we were not aware of in 1945, but it gave
them a two-year start beyond what we knew. And the Russians wanted
to have their own weapon.
that would not
We did not name the Russians in our articl
have been proper to do at that time. But we certainly had the Russians
in mind, and our article was in complete contrast to the statements
of the higher-ups, who told Congress it would take the Russians
twenty years to build the bomb. Our contention was simply that the
secret could not be kept. W-e were suggesting that it would do the
United States no harm to join an international agency dedicated to
arms control.
oMNI: Despite your efforts, nuclear weapons have proliferated to
nightmarish proportions. Those in today's nuclear freeze movement
even suggest we're in imminent danger of blowing ourselves up.
What do you think about that, and how do you feel about the nuclear
freeze movement?
BETHn: I feel good about the nuclear freeze movement. I don't
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believe that we are in imminent danger of blowing ourselves tlp, but
I do feel that the confrontational stance of the Reagan government
has been destructive. They have taken a very hard point of view,
always emphasizing the differences between the United States and
the Soviet Union instead of emphasizingthe common goal of getting
nuclear weapons under control. In my opinion, their antagonistic
approach has made it more likely that someday there will be a
conflict. And if there is an armed conflict, then it may very well lead
to the use of nuclear weapons.
Those in Ronald Reagan's administration are really very raclical
- they call themselves conservatives,but I don't think they are'
They have decided to pursue nuclear arms superiority at a huge cost'
The freeze movement is simply the natural reaction to such radical
nationalism, and I think the movement has worked miracles. Seven
of eight initiatives in favor of the freezewon in [1982] state elections,
including California, which is the biggest state of the union. And
this show of support has modified government policy, though not
enough. One well-meaning senator, Claiborne Pell of Rhode Island,
"Just keep at it. We in the Senate cannot act
recently told me,
without knowing that the American people are behind us."
OMNr: Those in the nuclear fteeze movement have specifically
suggested that the superpowers sit down and negotiate a verifiable
freeze on the testing, procluction, and further deployment of nuclear
warheads, missiles, and other delivery systems. What do you think
of this proposal?
BETHr: I think the freeze is a very good idea as a first step,
giving us time to negotiate. But any viable arms control negotiation
Lk"r-u long, long time. The SALT fStrategic Arms Limitation Treaty]
II treaty, which was very carefully negotiated, took nearly seven
years. And at that time, the United States government was entirely
behind the negotiator, which is not true now. So a simple, unnegotiated freeze without any complicated verification pr<icedureswould
be a very good thing. A negotiated freeze with special verification
procedures, on the other hand, is not a good idea. It would divert
our negotiators from the real problem of reducing armaments way
below the present level.
OMNI: What do you think about President Reagan's contention
that the Russians will overpower us if we don't keep manufacturing
arms at an ever-quickening Pace?
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B ET H n : T h a t i s nonsense.The best w ay to prevent the R ussi ans
from getting ahead of us is to ratify the SALT II treaty, which Reagan
has refused to do. Our goveinment complains that the Russians have
gathered great momentum; that is, that they have built many new
weapons in the last five or ten years. Nlaybe so, but in my opinion,
that's best controlled by putting a ceiling on the weapons they can
produce. In fact, if we ratified SA[,T II, the Russians would immediately need to destroy some two hundred missiles'
OMNI: But President Reagan claims the Soviets are far ahead of
us in producing countersilo weapons that can wipe out our landbased, intercontinental ballistic missiles |ICBNIs]. If we don't produce more ICBMs and countersilo weapons of our own in a hurry,
he contends, the Sovietsmay be able to wipe out much of our nuclear
arsenal in a first strike. In fact, he says that by the mid-1980s this
"window of vulnerability" will have opened wide enough to give the
Soviets a clear advantage in any nuclear war. Are you suggesting
that this so-called window of vulnerability doesn't really exist?
BE T H n : T h at' s ri ght. A l l l and-based mi ssi l es, w hether they belong to us or to the Russianst) are vulnerable. But only a quarter of
our warheads are actually on land-based missiles, whereasthe Russians have three quarters of theirs on land-basedmissiles. Therefore,
the Russians are more vulnerable than we are. Furthermore, if the
Russians were foolish enough to attack our land-based missiles, we
could still retaliate with the main part of our force: airplane bombers,
which have little vulnerability because they can take off if there's an
alert, and submarine-basedmissiles, which are not vulnerable at all.
These are never mentioped when the government talks about our
alleged weakness.
OM N t: Yet the current administration is pushing Congressto fund
the MX missile complex, a fourteen-mile-longsite that would protect
highly accurate ICBMs under a powerful vault of steel and concrete.
The President claims an all-out Soviet attack, capable of devastating
90 percent of present-dayMinuteman ICBMs, could destroy only 20
percent of the MXs. Even if you don't believe in the window of'
vulnerability, do you see the MX as having any value?
BETHr: : The MX is an abomination. President Reagan has called
it the Peacemaker. That's just like calling Robespierre a cure for
headaches,and I think that comparison is generous.First of all, my
friends say the MX will be very vulnerable, and they give good
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arguments. As long as its viability is in doubt, we shoulcl
not build
it' Second, I dislike the concept of building more vulnerable
missiles
to attack the enemy's missiles. our best security comes
from invul_
nerable weapons.The Russianswon't attack our Minutemen,
because
they know per{ectly well that we would shoot back with
our submarine-based missiles and our bombers.
oMNt: What do you think about the contentionthat we can
survive
a nuclear war?
BE T H g : I thi nk i t i s nonsense.The i dea i s that w e coul d
keep a
small-scale, tactical nuclear war at controllable levels.
But nearly
every military expert will tell you thar this is impossible.
If we are
about to lose at one level, our general in the field would
be likely to
escalate the conflict to the next level. If the Russians are
then about
to lose on the next level, they will escalate to a higher level
still.
And before anybody knows it, a full-scale nuclear war will
be raging,
full force.
oMNI: can't anything be done to avoid this doomsday scenario
once the bombs start flying?
BETHn: The most important thing is to use the so-called
hot line
to the soviet union. If messagescan go across, we might
be able to
negotiate a settlement or offer to stop the fighting. senator
Henry
Jackson of washington suggestedwe expana in" hot line that exists
today: instead of having just one line running from
president to
premier, we should have additional hookups between
generals, senators, and the like. such communication is especially important
in
case of an accident. suppose there is that mad lieutenant
in s,me
bunker out in wyoming who launches one of the Minutemen?
we
want to be sure we can tell the Russians that this was
an accident,
and that we are willing to compensate them for it. It
is terribly
important that the two superpowers do not react wildly.
oMNr: Do you think it's possible that a nuclear war
could start
as the result of a computer error?
BETHB: It could, especially if those in charge decided
to shoot
on warning. we have very elaborate early-warning systems
aboard
satellites that look down on the soviet union. Basically,
these sys_
tems monitor the infrared emitted when missiles are shot
outside the
atmosphere. of course, such radiation is released all the
time, when_
ever there's a satellite launching, but those are previously
an-
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nounced, we know about them, and so we don't worry about them.
Instead, we look for any sign of twenty to a hundred unexpected
launchings in, let's say?one minute. The computers that detect such
signals are probably fairly accurate, and infrared radiation cannot be
easily falsified. But still, the computer transmissionmay be in error,
informing us of hundreds of launches from known nuclear silos in
the Soviet Union - even if not a single launch has actually occurred.
We've already had false alarms as a result of computer errors in
our Distant Early Warning system, a radar network that scans northern Canada for approaching Russian airplanes. That system has
mistaken the rising moon and even a flock of geese for a plane.
Radar, of course, is a wnnderful device, but the signals can be
confusing.
oMNr: Could a computer error ever launch a missile for real?
BETHn: Computer errors in launches are verl, very unlikely, and
if such an error were to occur, it would presumably launch a single
missile. It's like the mad lieutenant.
o MN t: On e h o t l i ne cal l coul d ease the si tuati on?
B ET H E: Y e s , the si de i n error w oul d apol ogi ze.
oMNt: In any event, you said that computer errors of any sort
would lead to war only if leaders attacked on warning. Is that the
policy?
BETHn: It is not, and that is very important. It is a terrible
doctrine. But some people have proposed it both in this country and
the Soviet Uniorr.
oMNI: Let's say a war does start. Would ordinary civilians be
able to protect themselves with the fallout shelters and evacuation
plans prescribed by the civil defense program?
BETHn: No. That program is almost totally useless. According to
the administration, the program was first suggested, in part, because
the Russians have such a program. From my best information, this
just isn't so. An important part of any civil defense program would
be a drill in evacuating people from a city. If that were ever to
happen, we would see it from our satellites. W-e can see a single
person in the open space in Russia
single person! If there were
a hundred thousand people streaming out of some city, we would
surely notice that, even if they went on foot. And nothing like that
has ever occurred.
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But whether the Russians have a program or not, there is a
wonderful argument against civil defense:it will not be on time. You
can envisagetwo possibilities. In one, there might be a sudden attack
out of the blue. In that case, civil defense is useless, especially
against the primary effects of nuclear weapons. In the other possibility, some conventional war may have started in Europe, and I
think the chance of that is very, very small. But suppose it occurs
and then escalates into a nuclear war. Reagan's proposal is that we
might take the precaution of evacuating people from the big American
cities to the countryside. In fact, we in Itfiaca fsite of Cornell] and
Tompkins County have been designated as one of the evacuation
areas. Our County Council has given exactly the right answer' It has
"No way. We cannot house these people, and we certainly
said,
cannot feed them." There's a further point: if all these people could
be evacuated in time, a.nd then sustained in a town like ours, thetr
nothing would be produced in the city. All the manufacturing would
be laid still, costing daily about half the gross national product of
the country. Under such circumstances' we wouldn't be able to
sustain ourselves for any length of time.
One thing that does make sense, though, is teaching people to
find protection from fallout in case they haven't been bonrbed directly. If you want to avoid fallout, going into your basement does
make some senseeand going into the basementof a skyscraper makes
even more sense. Suppose we're faced with that scenario the Reagan
government is so fond of - the Russians attacking our Minutemen.
Now, there are few people living near the Minutemen silos, but
fallout would extend five hundred miles downwind and would be
tremendous. Therefore all the people, and there are a great many of
them, in areas five hundred miles downwind should at least know
how to protect themselves from fallout. But a major shelter program'
as some people have suggested, isn't warranted.
OMNt: Dr. Bethe, in all fairness, the presentgovernmenthas proposed an arms control plan of its own. Would you care to comment?
BETHe : Our government'splan, the so-called START [Strategic
Arms Reduction Talks] proposal, is, unfortunately, impossible for
the Russians to accept. Reagan's first suggestion, that each side cut
the number of nuclear delivery systems more or less in half, is a
good idea. But that's only the first part of the proposal. The govern-
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ment has gone further, arguing that only half the warheads of each
side be situated on land. That would mean a terrible sacrifice by the
Russians, who have naturally stored most of their missiles throughout
their vast land mass. They have much less access to the sea than
we? so their decision was only logical.
Reagan has also suggestedthat we not count bombers when equalizing arms, but since we have great superiority in bombers, the
Russians cannot accept that either. Nor will they tolerate the suggestion that we inspect each other's nuclear installations on the
ground. They have always been very much opposed to any intrusion
into their country. Everything is secret there, and military information, of course, is even more secret.
Finally, there is the matter of armaments in Europe. We have
been very much troubled by the Russian SS-20, a fairly big, rnobile
missile threatening all of Western Europe. To counter that, we've
begun to install the so-called Pershing II, a group of European-based
missiles threatening Russia. That, I think, is a very bad move on
our part.
oMNI: Many Europeansare upset at the thought of those missiles
within their borders. They f'eel they'd be more vulnerable than ever
to attack.
BETHn: Absolutely. That's the point. That's why we'd be much
better off if we based our counterforce aboard submarines stationed
off Europe. In fact, the Russians have said they'd cut the number of
SS-20s in half if we didn't deploy the Pershing. The proposal is one
that I think we should seriously discuss.
oMNt: It seems as if our government'sproposalshave been built
to fail, as if that's really what's desired.
BETHn: I am afraid you may well be right. But we must keep
discussion alive, because eventually the governmentwill change.
oMNl: This is all rather depressing. Perhaps we should go back
in time to discuss a more positive aspect of the nuclear age. you
received a Nobel Prize in 1967 for your work on the nuclear reactions
that power the sun and stars. How well has that work held up during
the intervening decades?
BETHr: Very well. There are two reactions that power the stars,
both of which are propelled by hydrogen. As the reactions proceed,
hydrogen gets used up. The sun is now five billion years old. about
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halfway through its hydrogen life, which is quite satisfactory. But
some stars about the size of the sun have come to the end of the
hydrogen in their central region. They still have lots of hydrrgen
outside, but when they come to the end of this central hydrogen,
their cores collapse, becoming about five times hotter than they were
before. And, paradoxically, the star as a whole expands. That makes
it a giant.
Now, one of the most striking proofs of the general idea of nuclear
energy production in the stars is the existence of red giants. The
details of how a red giant develops increasing its luminosity,
getting cooler and bigger, then shrinking again as the center gets hot
enough for helium to react, then expanding again - work out beautifully, in accordancewith the general ideas of nuclear reactions.
oMNt: Tell me about these fundamental nuclear reactions.
BETHs: The proton-proton cycle and the carbon cycle both generate energy as protons, or hydrogen nuclei, join to form helium
nuclei. In the first type of cycle, the proton-proton cycle, two hydrogen nuclei simply combine directly to form a single helium nucleus.
In the second cycle, the carbon cycle, protons collect around the
nucleus of a carbon molecule until, finally, a helium nucleus splits
off, leaving the original carbon alone once again. And both of these
reactions, both of these cycles, produce enormousamountsof energy.
oMNt: You played a major role in developing the understanding
of both cycles.
BETHE: Yes, that's true. The proton-proton reaction was ieally
discovered in 1938 in Germany by Carl von W.eizsdcker,who has
not received enough credit for this discovery and who has received
too much credit for discoveringthe carbon cycle, which is interesting.
Nobody mentions him with regard to the proton-proton reaction, and
that really was his discovery and his alone.
o M N I: T h e n w hat w as your di scovery?
BETHn: Charles L. Critchfield and I calculated the actual rate at
which the proton-proton reaction occurs. Weizsiickerdidn't do that.
And I was convinced, after that, that this was the reaction. But that
didn't fit the big and brilliant stars like Sirius. So, in an atrempt to
find an explanation for those, I found the carbon cycle. Weizsdcker
discovered it at about the same time, but my theory was a lot more
complete.
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oMNt: You are one of the few people to win a Nobel for work in
astrophysics. Why is that so?
BETHn: well, the Nobel statutes were written in such a way as
to make astronomers ineligible. I was the first exception, probably
because I was also a pure physicist. The citation first mentions my
work on nuclear reactions, and second, my study of the nuclear
reactions responsible for the energy in stars.
o MN t: H o w d i d y o u l earn of your sel ecti on i n 1967, and w hat
was your reaction?
BETHE: Because there is no prize for astronom/: I didn't expect
it at all. one morning, at six o'clock, I was awakenedby a telephone
call. Usually a telephone call at that time means a wrong number,
so I just let it ring, for about, oh, two minutes. Then I lifted the
receiver, and it turned out to be a man from the Swedish TV netwclrk,
who said, "Well, I am instructed to tell you that you have won the
Nobel Prize for physics. " Then he read me the citation. He had
hardly hung up the receiver when there was another phone call. One
after another, all the radio stations around the country called to
interview me. By that time I was awake. It happenedthat my brotherin-law was in the house and in bed, and he decided that war had
probably broken out and I was being called from Washington to be
told what to do!
oMNI: Did the work that earnetl you the Nobel also lead to
research on controlled nuclear fusion?
BETHr: Certainly. But when I published my work on nuclear
reactions in Reaiews of Modern Physlcs back in 1936 and 1937,
I
never thought that engineers and physicists would pick up on it and
start thinking about fusion reactions as a new energy source.
oMNI: President Reagan's science udviser, George Keyworth,
stated not long ago, "There is no tlorrlrt in my mind that fusion will
work and will be the ultimate power source in the future.,' would
y o u c a re to c o mme n t?
BETHr: I am also optimistic about fusion. At this moment I am
not sure that fusion will be used to generate commercial electric
power. You want a plant that generates electricity to operate continuously. Yet for the first two clecaclesor so, fusion-power plants may
well have frequent interrupti
frequent downtimes. This would
be a general feature of any complicated new plant, and a fusion plant
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will be far more cornplicated than an ordinary nuclear power plant
fission plant.
On the other hand, I am very optimistic about the so-called fusion
breeder concept. In that technology, neutrons escaping from the
initial fusion reaction would combine with uranium-238, all essentially inert material, converting it into highly reactive plutonium.
Likewise, the neutrons could combine with thorium, converting it
into reactive uranium-233. The plutonium and uranium-233 could
then be used to fuel fission reactors [the nuclear reactors in use
today]. I do believe that, by the second half of the twenty-first
century, this will probably be our most important source of energy.
oMNt: So the fusic-rnbreeder would act as an energy multiplier?
BETHr: That's exactly it. The fusion devices that are currently
being worked on include the tokamak and the mirror machine. The
tokamak is shaped like a torus fdoughnut-shaped],and the mirror is
a tube with magnets at each end. fBoth produce energy much as the
sun does. Cas within is heated until it moves violently. The protons
and neutrons that make up the gas are then forced to collide, combining to form helium and releasing energy in the process. In the
case of a fusion breeder, the moving neutrons would collide with
uranium-239 or thorium, producing fissionable plutonium or uran i u m-2133.1
oMNt: The tokamak dominates current fusion research. Do you
see more promise, over the long term, in the mirror machines?
BETHU: The tokamak certainly is way ahead of everything else.
It has a very convoluted geometry, and so it is quite difficult to
operateand maintain and is particularly difficult to use in connection
with a breeder. The mirror machine is less advanced. But if it
succeeds,I think it is likely that the mirror machine will be a better
machine than the tokamak. In any event, either machine is likely to
put out only as much energy as it takes to run it - maybe a little
more. So using it to produce fuel for a fission reactor would be your
best bet.
oMNt: A few years ago William Metz, a staff writer for Science,
wrote that such a fission-fusion-combined breeder would actually
have all the complications of both a fission system and a fusion
system and that this would necessarily be an exceptionally difficult
rvay to go. How do you respond to that criticism?
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BETHn: I think it is totally wrong. The first idea, it is true' was
to surround the fusion device with a blanket of thorium or uranium238 and make energy in that blanket. This I regard as a bum idea'
It combines all the difficulties of both worlds. I want to separate the
fission and the fusion cornpletely by operating the fusion breeder offline from the power plants. And I want the fusion device to make
only material that is fissionableand that can then be used in a stateof-the-art fission reactor.
OMNt: You are talking about fusion as a source of cheap neutrons,
which would be used to breed cheap plutonium. How do you prevent
the plutonium from being used to make nuclear bombs?
B ET H r: My i d e a i s that thesefusi on breederpl antsw oul d be very
heavily guarded and would be built in special locations' They would
not be run by the utilities, which is an important point, but by the
government, and the product would then be sold to utilities' The
reasonthat all this is possible is that one such fusion breeder would
supply enclughfuel for ten to twenty ordinary fission reactors.
Moreover, I would prefer to produce uranium-233 rather than
plutonium. None of the high-grade material would ever leave the
site. It would be a military site, if you rvant. It would be subject to
that level of security.
oMNt: So by u combination of clever physics and military-type
security you would expect to safegtrard these materiais to prevent
their misuse? In other w6rds, have your cake and eat it, too?
materi al
BE T H s : E x a c tl y . Besi des,w e hare tons of w eapons-grade
for a
convenient
more
far
in the form of weapons. Tht:se are
to
continued
terrorist to steal than just the rnaterial, and we have
safeguard them successfully.
reactor, Indi a bui l t a
o MN t: In L g 7 4 , u si ng a C anadi an-srrppl i ed
able to do' Would
be
to
srrpposed
something Inclia was not
bomb
that from ever
like
these safeguards be sufficient to prevent anything
h a p p e n i n ga g a i n ?
BErHn: W-hat happened in India probably will occur again. It is
very difficult to prevent completely any accumulation of fissionable
material for illicit purposes- that is, for making bombs. All we can
hope to do is keep the amounts of material that are so diverted very
small so that they don't make very much difference in the world
picture.
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France, Japan, perhaps the
oMNt: In other countries, such as
Union, nuclear power is being
United I(ingdom, certainly the Soviet
developedrapidly.Hereathome'though'thatdevelopmentisbeing
helcl back. WhY should this be?
availability of material'
BETHg: The reason is economics and the
Wehavecoal,lotsofcoal,anditischeap'Thepriceofcoalis-still
In Germany' it's $120
less than $40 a ton here in the Unitecl States'
to use their own coal' but
per ton. The Germans and the British like
expensive' For-those
there is very little of it, and it is tremendously
coal imported from
from
two countries, the cost of making electricity
of making it from
cost
the
the united States is about the same as
fission.
OMNI:Isn,tittruethatSouthAfrica,whichhasabundantand
nuclear power plants?
particularly cheap coal, is building
nefarious intentions to the
BETH': I am afraid I have to aitribute
are very much interested in
South A{ricans. I believe that they
nuclearweapons,notonlyinnuclearpower.Sothatcountry'sa
special
oMNr:

casewe

actually

have

1
two classes

a
of nuclear

reactors

ln com-

known than the power plants
mon use in this "ounary. Far less well
sees on the nightly news' are
with their cooling to*ers, which one
and other vessels' How
the nuclear plants used in naval submarines
wouldyoucomparethesafetyandper{ormancerecordofthenaval
reactors with the civilian ones?
BETHn:Wedoknowthatnosubmarineeverblewupbecause
know that there has not been
the reactor malfunctioned. I think we
probably not even a partial
a meltdown acciclent in a submarin
o n e . T h e s u b m a r i n e r e a c t o r s h a v e e x t r e m e l y g o o d q u a l i t y c o nthese
trol,in
to pay very high prices for
every detail. And the navy is willing
reactors.Inmyopinion,quality"o"t'ol-excellentqualitycontrol
-shouldul,oupplvtothecivilianreactors.Andlfeelthatthis
should shift in the direccould be improu"a. it " regulatory climate
tion of improving quality control'
sake of quality control, the
oMNr: Do yoi, il"li"ve that, for the
kilowatt than civilian plants
navy pays relatively more per installed
do?
BETHe:Iamsuretheypaymuch'muchmorethancivilians'
criteria, civilian plants
oMNt: So then, in order to meet economic
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must necessarilypuy somewhatless attention to quality control than
the navy does.
BETHn: Probably somewhat less, that's true. But civilian power
plants have one great advantage.They are big. Becausethey are big,
the cost per kilowatt will automatically be less, even with the same
amount of quality control. The typical naval reactor is maybe fifty
megawattsand the typical civilian reactor is a thousand.
the Institute for Nuclear
Now, I have high hopes for INPO by the nuclear industry
created
organization
Power Operation
its several functions is
of
after the Three Mile Island accident. One
to supervise the building of nuclear reactors. Another is to look after
the safe operation of nuclear power plants. And I think that's an
extremely important point. Some utilities are very good, and some
are not so good. Ih{PO is trying to raise the quality of operation by
giving information to all the individual utilities, and also by having
its own people go around to see whether the operations are completely
up to standard. So in a way they constitute a second Nuclear R"gulatory Commission.
- requires
OMNr: In Germany the Atomgesetz- the Atom Law
that safety take precedence over all other cc'nsiderations,even economic considerations, and that no effort be spared in order to ensure
that safety has been pushed to the limit. [f we adopted such a law
in this country, would that influpnce the choice between light-water
versus far safer gas-cooled reactors?
B ErH n : I th i n k i t p ro babl y w oul d. I thi nk i t' s a stupi d l aw . It
could greatly force up, even double, the cost of our energy. And that
could begin to be intolerable.
oMNI: You obviously have a rather different view of reactor safety
from that of many other influential people. Why do you feel as you
do?
BETHn: Because I consider safety to be a matter of numbers. I
consider everything to be a matter of numbers. The question is, what
are you likety to buy with further increases in safety? At current
safety levels in our nuclear industry, I anticipate an average of two
fatalities per year. A major accident, which has not happened, might
occur once in a thousand years. I define a major accident as one in
which large amounts of radioactivity are vented on the public. In
such an accident the estimate - and I think it a very sensible and
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people would die from delayed
good estimate - is that a thousand
at all that anybody would die
cancers. of' course, it,s not certain
fromdelayedcancers'Butgoingbypresentassumptions'that'sa
That's one a year'
thousand deaths every thousand years'
Iaddtothisthepossibilitythatsuchamajoraccidentccluld
bad wind and rain conditions'
occasionally be "o,'pi"d with very
fatalities, because some of the
which would in"r"ur" the number of
to a populated area' This is all
radioactivity might fall out very close
on nuclear safety]' For that
in rhe Rasmussln Report laL975 study
year'
reason I double the rate' That's two per
that?
is
reactors
manY
oMNt: For how
thousandyears'
BETHn: For a hundred reactors' for a
we could expect twenty
reactors,
oMNr: So if we had a thousand
deaths Per Year' on the average'
BETHe:Twentyfatalitiesperyear.Comparethiswiththestatisour traffic deaths are due to
tics on drunken driving. Half of all
number of deaths caused by
drunken driving. we could reduce the
per year if we were absolutely
auto accidents iy twenty thousand
r i g o r o u s i , , p , " u " ' t i n g d r u n k d r i v i n g . B u t i n t l u r s o c i e t y w e t o l jail'
erate
drivers or put them in
this; we don't tift the licenses of drunk
the attitudesof antinuclear
oMNr: what would you say then about
activists who cite the safety issue?
BETHB:Ithinktheyareconfused.Therewasanarticleinthe
that ranked a long list of
February IgB2 issue o{ scientif,c Arnerican
smoking, alcohol, arrd aurisks that cause fatalities, ranging from
and high school football at the
tomobiles at the top to power tl}'o*"r,
just
above high school football
bottom. And nuclear power ranked
which, as we all know' is
and a little below commercial aviation,
the danger of nuclear
very safe. And the author has still overestimated
power, ProbablY bY a factor of ten'
Thatarticlealsocontainedalistrankingtheperceivedrisksas
and of members of one chapter
reported by a poll of college students
nuclear power was right at the
of the League of wo-"n voters. And
top-moredangerousthanhandguns,moredangerousthanautos
orsmoking.No*theLeagueofwo*",,Votersarewell-meaning
p e o p l e , a n d o n m a n y p o l i t i c a l i s s u e s t h e y a r e e x t r e m e l yjust
sound.But
totally
power, they are
in their estimate of the dangers of nuclear
in any way; they are simply
off the mark. They are not extremists
confused.
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oMNt: Do you think public opinion will change in this respect?
BErHE: Yes, I think so. And then the nuclear industry will be
able to move ahead.
oMNt: If that happens, we may wind up with a great deal of
electric power - even a surplus of electricity. Some people have
proposed that surplus electricity could be used to produce hydrogen
as a replacement for natural gas and perhaps even for automotive
gasoline.
B E T H B : Certainly natural gas will be the first thing to be replaced'
I am rather optimistic that our natural gas will last a considerable
lims - much longer than oil, certainly much longer than domestic
oil. But ultimately it'll have to be replaced. Hydrogen certainly is a
very sensible replacement. The question is one of safety' People
assure me that hydrogen can be transported and used as safely as
natural gas. I don't know how well founded this assurance is' It may
be entirely right, and in that case we will get to the hydrogen economy
some time.
oMNr: You hold out more hope for nuclear than for fossil fuels.
Could you comment on synthetic fuels?
BETHn: There are two energy problems. One is getting enough
total energy, which we can obtain from nuclear power or coal, and
the other is getting enough liquid fuels. We cannot drive our automobiles with electricity - at least, not very well' We cannot run
our airplanes with electricity, and I think that will remain true for a
long, long time. W.e need liquid fuels for that. And I strongly believe
that oil will run out, in spite of the current glut. So I think we are
going to need synthetic fuels.
oMNt: One final question, Dr. Bethe. Wirat kind of work in astrophysics do you think would suffice to H'in another Nobel Ptize?
BETHn: Perhaps if someonecoulcl l]rore definitely prove theories
about the formation of galaxies and stars and about cosmology; that
might do it. But for me' I think one is enough.

